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When we picked up my naturally introverted

son from camp he talked the whole 90

minutes home about all the friends he made,

the adventures he went on, how he

overcame homesickness, and he can’t wait

to go back ... I can’t say enough about the

growth he had while away at camp... He

realized it is okay to be goofy, and he

generally just became more outgoing. Thank

you Gallagher!





In March 2015, Friends of Camp Gallagher formed as a scrappy

grassroots organization dedicated to preserving the life-changing

experiences possible at the beloved property in the south Puget

Sound we know as Camp Gallagher. Over the course of almost nine

years, as we have established ourselves as a best-in-class summer

camp program, that purpose has stayed forefront. Summer 2023 was

our biggest summer yet, serving the most campers across youth,

young adult, family, and adult programming, and as one senior

shared during her final sundown last summer, Gallagher continues to

be a place where campers find the beautiful purpose in existing as

themselves.

As I shared at the seventh annual Gallagher Gala in May, 2023, our

summer camp will always be at the heart of our mission, and we will

continue to work every day to provide more equitable access to this

magical, transformative experience, to be responsive and relevant to

our campers’ and staff’s evolving needs, and to enhance the

experience through openness, curiosity, and stewardship of place. At

the same time, we are now turning our attention toward excellence in

the off-season as well. We want more Gallagher for more people

more often. In response to this exciting moment, we spent the last

several months engaging in a strategic planning process to guide us in

mission-driven growth and development. 

I am excited to share that one of our first projects in response to our

strategic plan is developing environmental education experiences in

partnership with our two closest neighboring schools, Key Peninsula

Middle School and Evergreen Elementary. The Peninsula School District

as a whole is committed to expanding outdoor learning opportunities

for students across all schools, and this program is just the beginning of

many anticipated partnerships between Camp Gallagher and the

Peninsula School District.

Thank you for your support and participation in creating the Gallagher

experience for summer campers, summer staff, and now our non-

summer participants as well. 
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Friends of Camp Gallagher has experienced tremendous growth over the past eight years

dating back to its origins in 2015. As part of this evolution, with the support of a recent

foundation grant, we hire our first full-time Executive Director. Camp Gallagher also has a

long-term lease for the camp property and benefits from a very supportive relationship

with the property owners.

With this as a foundation, and with the goal of offering mission-based experiences at

Camp Gallagher in perpetuity, camp leadership has developed the following three-year

strategic plan to ensure that future planned growth meets community needs and serves

the community effectively.

The planning process engaged the Camp Gallagher community through a guiding

Steering Committee, three planning sessions engaging board and community members,

12 interviews and 4 focus groups consisting of staff, volunteers, and campers, as well as a

survey sent to more than 2,400 Camp Gallagher community members. These community

members identify as volunteers, donors, current and alumni campers, and camper

parents. The survey resulted in 216 respondents, a 9% response rate.

Process

Strategic Plan 2024-2026



Mission
Camp Gallagher, a place for discovery and

adventure, provides opportunities for personal

growth in a safe environment through challenge

and exploration on land and water, giving

campers improved self-confidence, lifelong

friendships, and an appreciation of their

environment.

Vision
By experiencing Camp Gallagher, people

value their unique role in our inter-

connected world by loving and sharing

their authentic selves, building relationships

with people and place, embracing

challenges as opportunities, interacting with

the environment with love and care, and

celebrating community.



Inclusion and Belonging

Camp Gallagher strives to create a safe

environment for all campers and staff in

which we not only welcome, but honor and

celebrate each individual’s identity. We

believe that every young person should have

the opportunity to discover, adventure, grow,

and play in a supportive and loving outdoor

setting. We are constantly working to improve

our ability to create that space where

campers and staff can be accepted as their

full and authentic selves. Our specific

objectives:

Provide financial access to Camp

Gallagher by striving to remove financial

barriers to experiencing camp.

Strive to create racial diversity at Camp

Gallagher and create outdoor spaces

where BIPOC campers feel safe and

honored by employing diverse hiring

practices, identifying and revising implicit

biases and barriers, and providing

ongoing staff training to implement

strategies to support campers from all

racial backgrounds.

Respect and celebrate the gender and

sexuality of all community members,

including Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,

Transgender, Queer, Asexual, Intersex,

and Two-Spirit (LGBTQQIA2S+) campers

and staff through preferred cabin options,

staff training to support all gender

identities and navigation of age-

appropriate questions, and the respectful

use of names and pronouns.

Make Camp Gallagher a place where

campers of varying abilities and

neurotypes learn, expand, and celebrate

their own capabilities by supporting

campers where they are and removing

barriers to participation.

To the extent possible, we strive to support

varying dietary and medical needs

through intentional menu-planning and

employee trained health management

staff who oversee camper health during

camp sessions.

Recognizing Environmental

Interdependence

At Camp Gallagher we believe that all parts

of the Gallagher ecosystem are

interconnected and integral to the healthy

and vibrant function of camp as staff,

campers, and visitors interact with, impact,

and are impacted by the flora, fauna, and

land- and waterscapes. All participants are

invited to engage each other and the

beautiful natural surroundings in order to

better understand how all pieces fit together,

to care for the environment more

intentionally, and to more completely feel

their participation within the larger Gallagher

system. Through a combination of planned

environmental education lessons and

spontaneous opportunities afforded by the

environment, and an ethic of simple living,

campers and staff develop their ecological

consciousness and establish strong habits for

continued stewardship and conservation in

their home communities.

 

Learning and Improvement

Camp Gallagher functions within industry

best practices as indicated by the American

Camp Association accreditation standards

and ongoing research for continuous

program and operational improvement,

local health and safety requirements,

training, and guidance from leaders in

programming fields and updated research

on youth development, including research

on social and emotional well-being. Camp

Gallagher also engages in regular feedback

cycles with campers, parents, staff, and

donors to ensure programs and organization

practices continue to align with community

needs. We strive to engage best practices to

ensure programmatic, operational, and

environmental sustainability so that the

Gallagher experience is possible for

generations to come.

Values



Strategic Advantage

Big Questions

Community and connection

built through

 Intimate community

 Acceptance

 Family Camp – creates a

pipeline to future

participation

Learning, by

 Creating camper

challenges as opportunities

for personal growth

 Experiential development

of leadership skills and

other abilities

Nature-focused location,

characterized as

 Rustic

 “Free-range” campers

 Unplugging as opportunity

to connect to the people

and place

Freedom of self-expression,

with

 An emphasis on exploring

autonomy and authenticity

How do we effectively grow

and maintain a high-quality

camper experience?

How do we best grow our

fundraising efforts? Including

expanding our donor base

and effectively utilizing the

Executive Director and our

board.

How do we structure the

organization moving forward

to achieve our goals?

How can we assure that

campers walk away with the

social-emotional, leadership

and outdoor/environmental

skills we aspire for them to

have?

How do we ensure the

long-term stewardship of

Camp Gallagher?



Our son came home today so happy and excited to

tell us all about his most favorite year at Gallagher. He

is dirty, covered in scratches, exhausted from all of the

fun, full of adventure stories, and has a pocket full of

phone numbers from new friendships -- exactly the

way a camper should come home! Thank you so

much to all of the staff for rallying for Session 5 and

helping all of the campers have such a magical week

in so many ways. Special thanks to [his staff] for the

epic overnight to Anderson which [our son] described

as "the best 48 hours of my life."



Goal 1: Deliver
excellence in
the summer
camping
experience

Objectives
Strategically and intentionally recruit, train, and retain staff.1.

Create opportunities for camper growth through community building, self-awareness, and skill-

based activities and challenges.

2.

Identify and implement summer enrollment levels that support the desired interaction with

nature, fellow campers, and camp staff – insuring the best possible camper experience.

3.

Critically examine both existing traditions and new programming elements to ensure that the

impact on campers’ experiences matches the intent of each tradition and element in

maintaining Gallagher’s unique culture and transformative potential.

4.

Desired Outcomes
Campers have a transformative and enduring experience and leave with social-emotional,

leadership, and outdoor/environmental skills.

Gates are always open (past and current campers always feel welcome and humans have a

presence/role at the property all year-long).

Staff feel valued, supported, and express a sense of belonging.



Goal 2: Extend
the Camp
Gallagher
experience to
more people

Objectives
Develop a 5-10 year program expansion plan that includes:1.

Fully developed year-round programminga.

Strategy for increasing participation of marginalized youth and youth with special needsb.

Strategy for expanding family, adult, and group programmingc.

 Identify and pursue additional community collaborations and partnerships such as local

schools, environmentally focused organizations, and programs.

2.

 Identify needs and limitations of physical buildings to serve diverse populations during various

times of the year.

3.

 Increase the number of meaningful volunteer opportunities.4.

Desired Outcomes
 Fully developed year-round programming with strong enrollment numbers.

 Camp is more accessible with increased participation by underserved youth.

 Family, adult, and group programming has grown, providing opportunities for individuals that

do not fit within other camper age offerings. 



Goal 3: 
Pursue additional
resources through
contributed
support

Objectives
Expand the individual donor base as outlined in the fund development plan adopted by the

board in May 2022.

1.

Expand the number institutional funding opportunities through Foundation, Corporate and

public funding grants as outlined in the fund development plan adopted by the board in May

2022.

2.

Develop and implement a networking/community building strategy and plan.3.

Develop and implement a strategy to increase camp scholarship pool of available funds.4.

Develop and implement a strategy to fund maintenance, operational, and capital reserves.5.

Train and activate the board in fundraising activities as outlined in the fund development plan

adopted by the board in May 2022.

6.

Desired Outcomes
Financial assistance is available and results in providing the Camp Gallagher Experience to an

expanded audience including underserved populations.

Additional resources decrease the pressure on annual earned revenue sources, providing

overall program support.

Additional resources are invested in reserves for facility maintenance, enhancement,

operations, and long-term environmental stewardship strategies.



Goal 4: 
Serve as
environmental
stewards for
Camp Gallagher

Objectives
Identify, prioritize, and invest in facility maintenance.1.

Physical and program changes are assessed for long-term sustainability and program impact,

including potential unintended consequences. 

2.

Pursue additional expertise and partnerships to better understand the interconnectedness

between humans and environment and develop and implement shoreline, wetlands, and forest

management plans in light of that understanding.

3.

Build a budget to support the required annual investment in environmental stewardship.4.

Desired Outcomes
Adopt a stewardship plan that consider Camp Gallagher beyond our own lifetime (for future

generations).

Determine long-term sustainability for physical and program changes made to camp.

Ensure shoreline, wetlands, and forest management plans are in place.
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478
middle school and high school

campers in classic and

expedition programs

10 young alumni participants

155 family campers

32 grownup campers

+   421 rental participants

1,096
participants served at Camp

Gallagher

$58,003 awarded in camperships

O U R  Y E A R  I N  N U M B E R S
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Expenses

Total

expenses:

$668,836

Revenue

January 1, 2023-December 31, 2023

Total

revenue:

$854,934
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